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PASSION

CAMP-LET PASSION
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Camp-let Passion gives you unlimited access to venture into the great outdoors and
enjoy the breathtaking scenery around you. Passion gives you the feeling of freedom and
breathing space. You get a compact yet spacious trailer tent that is easy to erect and has
room for the whole family. In short: Camp-let Passion is a faithful companion that makes
camping in nature easy.
Passion is a new Camp-let design in fresh new colours: raw and Nordic. The model has
been updated with improved ventilation for a more comfortable indoor climate. In other
words: An ideal trailer tent for anyone who is passionate about outdoor living. Once you’ve
tried a Camp-let Passion, you can’t help but fall in love. Why not give it a go?
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels can be unzipped fully, wardrobe bar
Special details: Fixed overhang, good ventilation8, new rounded tent design4, new alloy
rim design, new fender design
Supplied as standard with: Pelmet with pockets (net)6, closed and open storage spaces
with direct access to storage under the trailer7. 1 veranda bar, dark sleeping compartments
(extra spacious), dark mattresses, integrated curtains5, wardrobe rail, alloy rims.
Passion optional extras for assembly: Passion Annex with integrated curtains and
ventilation3, Passion Kitchen Sun Canopy, Passion sun canopy1 + front2, Allround/Deluxe
kitchen.
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PASSION SUN CANOPY
The Passion sun canopy is fastened to the caravan with a zipper and provides plenty of
shade and extra covered space. The sides with curtains can easily be zipped on for more
shelter.
FRONT FOR PASSION SUN CANOPY
The front quickly and easily transforms the Passion sun canopy into a fully integrated awning to create a large and comfortable space. The front has zip-up curtains with mosquito
nets for good ventilation.
PASSION ANNEX
A spacious extra cabin that can be fastened to either side of the caravan. The Passion
annex is made from a waterproof PVC base and has a window with an integrated curtain
for ventilation.
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PASSION KITCHEN SUN CANOPY
Passion comes with an outdoor kitchen as standard. The Passion kitchen sun canopy gives
you the optimal outdoor kitchen solution, with shelter from the rain and shade from the
sun. It has a curved front and is fastened to the caravan using the roof zipper.

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
2-6

323 × 160 × 95 cm

2 x 140 x 200 cm

COLOURS
Flax

Steel
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MATERIALS
L: 575 - B: 400 – H: 230 cm

Isacryl

295 g/m2

150 cm

Isaroof

Light
240 g/m2

Zinox

CarbonX

150 cm
18 m 2
240 cm
Sun canopy

Approved total weight: 500 kg
Load capacity with brakes: 200 kg
Load capacity without brakes: 216 kg
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DREAM

CAMP-LET DREAM
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Isabella Camp-Let Dream is designed for novice campers. Dream is the perfect trailer tent
for adventurous spirits who are eager to give outdoor life a try.
Isabella Camp-let Dream is a new model, created in a new Nordic colour scheme. You get a
compact trailer tent that can be erected and packed away again quickly. And you get extra
comfort. The awning offers a comfortable indoor climate with ventilation in the sleeping
compartments, kitchen and side windows. You can also add extra space with an annex.
In short: Dream is a great place to make your camping dreams come true.

Removable/fold-down panels: Front and left side panel can be unzipped fully,
wardrobe bar
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Special details: Good ventilation7, new alloy rim design6, new fender design
Supplied as standard with: Pelmet with pockets (grey)3, storage space (black)4,
1 veranda pole, sleeping compartments, mattresses, Collage blue curtains5, wardrobe bar,
alloy rims.
Dream optional extras for assembly: Annex Sand, Living Plus Sand Sun Canopy2 +
front1, floor for installation with adhesive tape. Allround/Deluxe kitchen.

LIVING PLUS SAND
Living Plus Sand is easily fastened to Camp-let Dream using the roof zipper, and provides
a large covered outdoor area with shelter from the wind and shade from the sun. The fixed
sides can be zipped up and rolled away to create a more open space.
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FRONT FOR LIVING PLUS SAND
This front creates a simplified, practical awning for the canopy, giving you a bigger space
in the Camp-let Dream. The front also comes with an optional curtain set (Cube Creme or
Collage Blue) for both sides of Living Plus Sand and the front.
ANNEX SAND
The practical Annex Sand gives you space for extra storage or sleeping areas. Annex Sand
has a waterproof PVC base and can be closed off from the rest of the caravan tent.
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TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
2-6

323 × 160 × 95 cm

COLOURS

2 x 140 x 200 cm

Steel

Grey
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MATERIALS
L: 550 × B: 400 cm

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof

Light
240 g/m2

Zinox

120 cm
17 m 2
200 cm
Sun canopy

Approved total weight: 500 kg
Load capacity with brakes: 208 kg
Load capacity without brakes: 228 kg
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Camp-let Kitchens
Choice of 2 kitchen models

DELUXE KITCHEN
– extra space for cooking
If you enjoy making delicious meals while you’re on the road, Deluxe is
the perfect luxury kitchen for you. It has everything you need to bring
out your inner gourmet chef.
The kitchen features two gas burners and a large worktop with a
collapsible sink to give you room for both preparation and cooking.
Under the worktop, there are two smart storage spaces and two
pull-out drawers for cutlery and other kitchenware.
Deluxe includes: a collapsible washing-up bowl, a collapsible water
tank, and a separate rechargeable water pump with tap and showerhead.
Optional extras: If you need even more kitchen space, an extra
worktop is available.
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KITCHENS

ALLROUND KITCHEN
– makes it easy to cook on your trip
Allround is a functional kitchen with everything you need to make
delicious meals on your trip. The kitchen features two gas burners
and a large worktop with a collapsible sink to give you room for both
preparation and cooking. Under the worktop, there are two smart
storage spaces for cutlery and other kitchenware.
Deluxe includes: a collapsible washing-up bowl, a collapsible
water tank, and a separate rechargeable water pump with tap and
showerhead.
Optional extras: If you need even more kitchen space, an extra
worktop is available.
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Optional Extras

CAMP-LET FRONTBOX
– extra storage for your trip
Make room for everything you need for your trip with a spacious front box
that provides extra storage space. The front box has flexible compartments
to make it easy to organise everything just the way you like it. The box is
perfect for storing pegs, cables, gas cylinders, ice box and other essentials
you need easy access to.
The front box features the same simple, clean lines as the Camp-let, making
it a perfect match for your trailer tent. For your peace of mind, the front box
can be locked, just like your Camp-let.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

LIGHT WEIGHT ROOF RACK
Creating more space for transporting
luggage, using a simple click-on system.
Choose large or small.

BICYCLE RACK
Taking your bicycles on holiday is easy
- available for 2, 3 or 4 bicycles.
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Inspiration for your Camp-let holiday
FOLDING WARDROBE
Spacious wardrobe with shelves and clothes
rail. You can easily join wardrobes together for
more space.
Dimensions:143 x 50 x 50 cm
Weight: 9.0 kg
Load: 30 kg
700006265

FOLDING TABLE
Including bag
Load: 30 kg

120 X 80 CM
Dimensions, folded:
60 x 80 x 10 cm
Weight: 7,1 kg
700006229
120 X 60 CM
Dimensions, folded:
60 x 60 x 10 cm
Weight: 6,8 kg
700006271

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING TABLE
Ultra lightweight camping table for those heading out on new adventures.
Despite its low weight of just 5.3 kg/6.4 kg, this lightweight table is both stable
and functional. The aluminium frame under the table folds together easily and
elegantly at the back, making the table practical to transport and store when
not in use. When folded, the lightweight table measures just 6.5 cm in height.

120 X 80 CM
Height: 72–74 cm
Maximum load: 80 kg
Folded dimensions: 120 x 80 x 6 cm
Weight: 5,3 kg
Frame: Aluminium
700006274

140 X 90 CM
Height: 72–74 cm
Maximum load: 80 kg
Folded dimensions: 140 x 90 x 6 cm
Weight: 6,4 kg
Frame: Aluminium
700006275

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR
WITH SIDE TABLE
New, upgraded director’s chair.
Measurements: 11 x 81 x 51 cm.
Weight: 2,5 kg.
Load: 100 kg.
Dark Grey: 700006279
Red: 700006283
Side table: 700006284
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100 X 68 CM
Height: 72–74 cm
Maximum load: 80 kg
Folded dimensions: 100 x 68 x 6,5 cm
Weight: 4,6 kg
Frame: Aluminium
700006276

COFFEE TABLE 50 x 40 CM
Lightweight coffee table. This lightweight coffee table is perfect as a side
table or beach table. It’s easy to carry,
and it can be folded and unfolded in
just a few seconds.
Dimensions, folded: 50 x 40 x 6,5 cm
Weight: 4,8 Kg
700006277

INSPIRATION

TRIPLIGHT
Bring a TripLight with you on holiday and get three lamps
in one: it can be clicked onto the awning pole, used as a
torch and converted into a table lamp with the purchase
of a table lamp stand.
Can be used on 22-28 mm poles.
7 m charging cable included.
900060452

TRIPLIGHT TABLE STAND
900060454

BLACK CHINTZ LAMPSHADE
Smooth black lampshade in
fabric with a soft sheen.
900060396

CUBE CREME LAMPSHADE
900060450

LAMP HOLDER
Hanging the lamp is simple, and adjustable
using the telescopic bracket.

CLICKLIGHT
ClickLight clicks easily onto the awning
pole to provide pleasant, cosy and warm
lighting.
Can be used on 22–32 mm poles. Comes
with cable clips to keep the cable on the
awning pole.
7 m charging cable included.
Dimensions: H50 x W64 x L610 mm
900060436

BUILDAGLASS
Collapsible wineglasses made
of transparent, 100% polyc
arbonate.
Available in sets of 2 pcs.
including protective cover.
340 ml
900060462

STACKABLE SAUCEPAN AND FRYING
PAN SET
A practical saucepan and frying pan set
that’s perfect for the camping lifestyle. The
set can be used on gas, ceramic and induction hobs. The pot and pan set consists of
3 pots, 1 frying pan, 3 lids and 2 removable
handles.
Saucepans: 16 x 7, 18 x 8, 20 x 8,8 cm with
glass lid
Pan: 24 x 5 cm
900060489

See our other camping accessories at isabella.net
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Isabella Camp-let is a trailer tent created with a view to enjoying camping in close
contact with nature without having to forego a kitchen, beds of high quality, a large
living area, plenty of room for luggage and much more besides.
In Danish, Camp-let means “camp easily” and that’s exactly what a Camp-let trailer
tent allows you to do. It’s easy to put up and takes very little of your time. Isabella
Camp-let is compact when folded up and packed away, yet spacious when put up.
It has a unique Scandinavian style and look, and is ready to accompany you on your
magnificent outdoor adventures.
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Isabella International Camping Limited
Drakes Farm · Drakes Drive · Long Crendon
Buckinghamshire · HP18 9BA
Tel. +44 (01844) 20 20 99
info@isabella.co.uk

Isabella A/S · Isabellahøj 3 · 7100 Vejle
Tel. +45 75 82 07 55 · www.isabella.net

